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Dear Spiritual Friends, ¡PASH…   ¡IN LAK´EH…!

Spring has come to the Northern Hemisphere, so let’s put music to life, let’s live as spring, to create
the future of the New Humanity by visualizing it constructively. The season of divine abundance. In this
month of the Ram, Aries, the Sun is exalted; let us take advantage of that luminous energy thus multiplied,
taking its rays in the morning, inhaling its prana, and taking walks under its light. It is the month of
redemption from egoism, from the false "me", which eclipses our essence, towards the "I Am" that animates
every living being and is the Light that illuminates the world. Depending on how you conduct yourself in the
first twelve days of the year, this is how it will go for you in the twelve months of the year ...

Autumn has arrived in the southern hemisphere, softly coated in the light of the exalted Sun. The

time to reap the sowing of the past to fertilize the future, with vision and in serene meditation, entering into

harmony with the opening of the period of retreat in the old Initiatic Colleges of the South. For all, the Sun

offers its medicine of light to heal the sickness and suffering of Humanity.

PASH…   AL LAK´EN…
Your brother in service, D. Días Porta

From the Andes, South Amerikua, at 8º of the month of the Ram, year 74 in Aquarius

Pray for the person who has led you spiritually, whether he or she is here or absent.

Spring - under the influence of Raphael, Archangel of Hod.

"The four seasons are situated under the influence of four archangels: Raphael presides over spring, Uriel
over summer, Mikhaël over autumn, and Gabriel over winter. When the spring equinox approaches, all
the spirits and forces of nature work under the Raphael's direction to revive life everywhere in the
universe. This renewal of nature is for humans, synonymous with regeneration and therefore also with
healing. On the Tree of Life, Raphael is the archangel of the Sefira Hod , a region where the Kabbalists
have placed the planet Mercury. And the god Mercury (Hermes in Greek mythology) has as an attribute,
the caduceus, which is still today the emblem of medicine. And the name of Raphael means "God has
healed."

For Christians, Easter is the great feast of spring: all nature celebrates the resurrection of Christ, which is
also the resurrection of all creatures. For this reason, when spring arrives, each one has to do a great job:
it is the time to free oneself from everything that is internally old and out of date. Go to the archangel
Raphael, ask him to make you receptive to the hidden virtues of trees, flowers, herbs, in order to be able
to enter into communion with this great current that comes from the heart of the universe and that
brings new life. "
Omraam Mikhaël Aïvanhov

On March 18, 1314, in Paris, Jacques de Molay, the last Grand Master of the Order of the Temple, was
burnt at the stake. Born in Burgundy in 1245 with the name of Jacques Bernard, son of Jean, Lord of
Lonvy on whom the towns of Mathe, Rahon, Dole, and of course the main one, Molay depended. At the
age of 20 he moved to Beaume where he joined the Order of the Poor Knights of Christ or Knights of the
Temple of Solomon, base congregation of the Knights Templar or Order of the Temple. There the Friar



Imbert de Perand taught him the values of Hugo de Payens, founder of the order along with other knights
participating in the First Crusade, committing him to militarily protect the Christian pilgrims in the Holy
Land. On April 16, 1292, Thibaud Gaudin died, Jacques Bernard was elected his successor, thus he
became the 23rd Grand Master of the Order of the Temple. Between 1293 and 1305 he organized and

participated in dozens of expeditions against the Muslims, the most important of them, in 1298, he
defeated the Sultan of Egypt Malej Nacer and managed to enter Jerusalem. In 1307 Beltrán of Goth and
the King of France, Phillip IV, organized a conspiracy against the Knights Templar, when Pope Clement V
joined them, they carried out the plan with the help of the jurist Guillaume de Nogaret. Jacques de Molay
and the rest of the knights were arrested accused of sacrilege against the Holy Cross, simony, and heresy,
in addition to idolatry towards Baphomet and Lucifer. Jacques de Molay was brutally tortured until he
accepted the charges only to end the ordeal, from then on he always denied the charges. On March 18,
1314, he was burned alive at the stake, killing the last Grand Master of the Order of the Temple, far from
asking for mercy he declaimed ...
God knows who is wrong and has sinned, and misfortune will soon befall those who have condemned us
without reason. God will avenge our death. Lord, know that, in truth, all those who are against us;
because of us, Clement will suffer, and you also Phillip, traitors to the word given, I summon you both
before the Tribunal of God! ... , Clemente, within forty days, and to you, Phillip, within this year ...
Within a year, this supposed curse was fulfilled; first with the death of Clement V, who died on April 20,
1314, then with the death of Philip IV (who according to Maurice Druon died from an accident during a
hunting party on November 29, 1314) and finally with the death of Guillaume de Nogaret, who was
poisoned that same year.

What does Quetzalcoatl mean?



Just as the rest of the world had Buddha, Jesus Christ, Zoroaster and Krishna, the Anahuac had Quetzalcóatl,
the best known and most respected man-god in North and Central America.

His name translates literally as “feathered serpent”, but as archaeological discoveries have come to light, new
interpretations have been given. Quetzalcóatl is made up of two Nahuatl words: quetzali and coatl, which are
translated as follows:

Quetzali. As you will remember, there are words between Spanish and Nahuatl that cannot be translated,
since the correspondence between one language and another is not always possible. This particular word has
caused a lot of debate, as there are several versions of its supposed meaning:

Precious feather - Precious rich feather - Long green rich feather - Beautiful green feather - Precious double -
Precious twin.

Let's make some annotations. In the Nahuatl language, the word "tototl" is used to designate the general
term for "bird" and, if in the case of "quetzali", its various translations refer to green and precious feathers
then "Quetzaltototl" can be translated as "Bird of precious feathers ”, which shows that the word“ quetzali ”is
not translated as“ feathered ”,“ feathers ”or“ twin ”, but rather as a term that refers to a characteristic of that
bird, which is beauty.

Coatl. In this case, the equivalence to Spanish is simple, since “coatl” is a general term that translates as
“snake”, without reflecting any other quality or characteristic.

So far we could give a simple translation: "Quetzalcóatl" translates as "precious snake".

To make a correct translation of "Quetzalcóatl" we must also attend to the multiple representations that are
made of this deity. For example, in Xochicalco, where there are stone engravings that show a serpent with
feathers, or also in Teotihuacán, and what about the Quetzalcóatl carved in stone that is currently in the
Vatican.

In view of the above, we have that "Quetzalcóatl" can be translated as "serpent with precious feathers" or
"precious feathered serpent".

However, as in all religions and worldviews around the world, the name of the prophets and deities is not
meant literally and in their name they contain a deeper meaning. In the case of Buddha, its meaning, as an
ideology icon, means "enlightened", Jesus Christ means "savior", Krishna "truth" and Quetzalcoatl,  I will then
explain it to you. In another article we tell you about the places where Quetzalcóatl lived in this world, the
place of his birth, study, and his life in fullness.

It is said that he was born in the year Ce Ácatl (one reed), from Chimalma, his mother, who engendered him by
ingesting a precious stone. In the Chiconahui Ácatl year (9 cane), Quetzalcóatl asked about his father:

"What was my father like? Can I see him? Can I look at his face?" He was told: "In truth he died, he was buried

over there, come and see him!" History of the wise Lord Quetzalcóatl ”, (Mexican Archeology number 53).

Then, the nine-year-old boy went to find the bones of his father to place them inside the temple of the goddess

Quilaztli.

In the year Ome Tochtli (2 rabbit), Quetzalcóatl arrived in Tollantzinco and began his life as a prophet by

fasting for four years. Later, in the year Yei Acatl, the inhabitants of Tula requested that he rule them.

Quetzalcóatl was a prophet of simple tastes and used to offer the gods the elements of his creation, such as

fire, turquoise, jades, corals, snakes, birds, and butterflies. It is said that Quetzalcóatl invoked in his prayers a

god who lived inside the sky, inside the skirt of stars and that deity was duality: Ometeotl. It is also said that

some sorcerers wanted to convince Quetzalcóatl to make human sacrifices, but he refused. The constant siege

of his way of seeing the world led him to flee, promising to return one day.



This is the story of Quetzalcoatl's vision, but what does it really represent? The author Guillermo Marín tells us

that for the Nahua, Quetzalcóatl represents a high level of consciousness, just as for the rest of the world their

respective prophets also are, for this reason he tells us that:

“Just as the dove and the cross iconographically represent for the Judeo-Christians the Holy Spirit, the son, and

the sacrifice, the feathered serpent represents two spiritual aspects:

- The quetzal, symbol of the spirit, as it is the bird with the most beautiful plumage that overcomes gravity

and takes flight to the unfathomable heights of the spirit.

- And the serpent, symbol of matter, as it is a reptile, an animal that crawls over the material world, where it

exercises its power ”.

Therefore, Quetzalcóatl -beyond a literal and simplistic translation- comes to represent BALANCE. Although

this seems too romantic a vision, we can turn to the huehuetlahtoli, which are the advice that Quetzalcóatl left

his people before leaving, and that place a lot of emphasis on integrity, respect and, of course, balance.

However, at this point and as for any worldview, there will be those who prefer archaeological evidence and

everything that can be proven. Others will try to unite the puzzle of the worldview in the Anahuac and will

perhaps find in this prophet an interesting way of leading his life, which will motivate them to investigate

further.

Bibliography:

- History of the wise Lord. Quetzalcóatl ", Mexican Archeology magazine number 53
– Historia del sabio señor Quetzalcóatl”, revista Arqueología Mexicana número 53
- "The Cosmic Quetzalcóatl", Guillermo Marín.
– “El Quetzalcóatl Cósmico”, Guillermo Marín.

https://www.academiadelsaberancestral.com/

https://www.academiadelsaberancestral.com/meditacion-psicologica

EL MITO SOLAR https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoBn8EZlMDs

CANTO DE TEMAZCAL: HE VENIDO AQUÍ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWRyD2keH8U

TEMAZCAL, SALUDO A LOS RUMBOS EMPEZANDO POR EL OESTE, LA NOCHE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0C2DP_hc4p8

EL CORO DE NUESTRA HERMANDAD EN NUEVA YORK OFRECE CANTOS NAVIDEÑOS, EN
INGLES:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FAh7VDg4Rk&mc_cid=3da579beb6&mc_eid=93701dea6e

MUSICA TRADICIONAL CHINA
https://www.facebook.com/China-National-Traditional-Orchestra-107302881178759/

https://www.academiadelsaberancestral.com/
https://www.academiadelsaberancestral.com/meditacion-psicologica
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoBn8EZlMDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWRyD2keH8U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0C2DP_hc4p8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FAh7VDg4Rk&mc_cid=3da579beb6&mc_eid=93701dea6e
https://www.facebook.com/China-National-Traditional-Orchestra-107302881178759/


THE MUSICAL NOTES, THEIR VIBRATION AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT
The note Do (C) vibrates at 396 hertz of frequency, for the release of fear and guilt.
The note RE (D) vibrates at 417 hertz of frequency, for the transformation, transmutation, and conversion of
our mental state, to arrive at the acceptance of the divine.
The note MI (E) vibrates at 528 hertz of frequency, for DNA transformation and repair.
The note FA (F) vibrates at 639 hertz of frequency, for Quantum Cognition, that is, improves knowledge,
accelerates intelligence, how? By listening for a long time to the sound of the note F, the brain can experience
the reduction of a chemical compound present in the brain and called kinurenic acid, which can improve the
cognitive abilities of both healthy people and patients suffering from neurodegenerative or psychotic
disorders.
The note SOL (G) vibrates at 741 hertz of frequency and affects the expansion of human consciousness.
The note LA (A) vibrates at 852 hertz and awakens the intuition. The note A affects the pineal gland or
epiphysis, the so-called third eye, which constitutes the antenna of the human being, not only intuition as
part of the abilities of man, but telepathy, psychokinesis, and other capacities of man, would be developed by
the influence of this note on the human brain.
The SI (B) note vibrates at 963 hertz of frequency and affects the nervous system, stabilizing it, and balancing
the energies accumulated by stress and other factors.




